The National Comprehensive Cancer Network® (NCCN®), a not-for-profit alliance of 25 of the world’s leading cancer centers, is dedicated to improving the quality and effectiveness of care provided to patients with cancer. Through the leadership and expertise of clinical professionals at NCCN Member Institutions, NCCN develops resources that present valuable information to the numerous stakeholders in the health care delivery system. As the arbiter of high-quality cancer care, NCCN promotes the importance of continuous quality improvement and recognizes the significance of creating clinical practice guidelines appropriate for use by patients, clinicians, and other health care decision-makers. The primary goal of all NCCN initiatives is to improve the quality, effectiveness, and efficiency of cancer care so that patients can live better lives.
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THE NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE CANCER NETWORK® (NCCN®), a not-for-profit alliance of 25 of the world’s leading cancer centers, is dedicated to improving the quality and effectiveness of care provided to patients with cancer. Through the leadership and expertise of clinical professionals at NCCN Member Institutions, NCCN promotes the importance of continuous quality improvement and creates NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) with leading multi-disciplinary panels of academic researchers, appropriate for use by patients, clinicians, and other health care decision-makers.

The quality of NCCN Guidelines® is unique and above reproach. There is no commercial influence within the process, as all funding for the development of NCCN Guidelines comes solely from NCCN Member Institutions. NCCN Continuing Education provides educational programming around the application and science behind the NCCN Guidelines.

Relevance to Health Care Role

NCCN Continuing Education offers programs that positively impact the care of patients with cancer. Accredited educational programs are designed for physicians (in both community and academic settings), nurses, pharmacists, case managers, and other health care professionals involved in the care of patients with cancer.

Quality Programming

Quality educational content focuses on the professional scope of patient care, as continually identified through analysis of professional knowledge and practice gaps and advancing educational needs. Our programs achieve results measured through documented increases in learners’ competence or performance related to stated goals.

Expert, Reliable Educators

NCCN conducts high quality, innovative, and up-to-date programming designed to maximize learning and influence change. Educational activities are offered across numerous formats including live conferences and symposia, live webinars, online webcasts, and journal supplements/monographs appearing in JNCCN—The Journal of the National Comprehensive Cancer Network. Educational content addresses a wide range of learning styles, often combining dynamic lectures, interactive group discussions, and case studies that allow participants to interact with faculty and provide many opportunities for question and answer encounters with educators. An innovative case vignette webinar platform features the presentation of clinical data along with simulated experiences of clinicians and their patients encountered in everyday practice.

Our programs meet the highest standards of objectivity and scientific rigor. Educational content is developed by experts and based on best and latest-available evidence. NCCN educational programming adheres to strict national standards set by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME), the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), and the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE). NCCN is accredited by all three national organizations and uses a comprehensive outcomes process to achieve measurable results.

“I very much appreciated the opportunity to take part in this webinar. I have found the NCCN Guidelines extremely helpful in reviewing treatment plans for cancer, and it’s great to have the latest standard of care information at my fingertips.”

– Case Manager attendee of a Live Webinar

“NCCN provides information on the research and the rationale behind the guidelines. Here I can focus and get the information and knowledge I need.”

– Physician attendee of the NCCN Annual Conference: Advancing the Standard of Cancer Care®

“I very much appreciated the opportunity to take part in this webinar. I have found the NCCN Guidelines extremely helpful in reviewing treatment plans for cancer, and it’s great to have the latest standard of care information at my fingertips.”

– Case Manager attendee of a Live Webinar with Case Vignette
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Our programs meet the highest standards of objectivity and scientific rigor. Educational content is developed by experts and based on best and latest-available evidence. NCCN educational programming adheres to strict national standards set by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME), the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), and the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE). NCCN is accredited by all three national organizations and uses a comprehensive outcomes process to achieve measurable results.
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Over 1.5 million patients with cancer are impacted through NCCN’s CE programs.
To learn more about NCCN CME/CE programs, or to find out how your organization can help support programming, contact the NCCN Continuing Education department:

E-MAIL: education@nccn.org | PHONE: 215.690.0300 | WEB: education.nccn.org
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